As expanding service offerings and decreasing prices make the cloud increasingly attractive to Earth Science applications, there are nontrivial practical considerations which can hinder its meaningful use. In this talk, we will discuss architectural recommendations and lessons learned while working on EOSDIS’ cloud efforts, particularly the NASA-compliant General Application Platform (NGAP) and its associated applications. Prominent in our findings is the importance of 12-factor design patterns and the powerful “wins” they enable in the cloud. We will share our strategies for “fast-tracking” applications to the cloud -- whether they be legacy, planned for the future, or somewhere in between.

Key patterns we will discuss that have significant effect on the ability to effectively onboard existing applications to a cloud platform include:

- **Codebase**: All code for an application should be in revision control.
- **Config**: Store all of the application’s configuration in the environment rather than in static configuration files.
- **Disposability**: Startups and shutdowns should be graceful (even when unexpected) and as fast as possible.
- **Dev/Prod Parity**: Code deployed to a dev. environment should be deployable to operations with only configuration changes.

### Fast Track to the Cloud
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